
Preface

PURPOSE OF THE BOOK

If you are going to teach in an inquiry-based, content-rich way, how will you
think about and facilitate assessment? This book is intended to provide you with
the opportunity to examine your beliefs about the purposes of your own class-
room assessment strategies and to contemplate the idea of formative assess-
ment and how it fits into the larger view of other types of assessment. We hope
you will consider how what we call “continuous” assessment can improve your
interactions with your students and help you reflect on your own practices.

Our hope is that the descriptions, stories, strategies, and tools featured in
this book will spark your interest and encourage you to examine your assump-
tions about teaching, learning, and assessment, and how these beliefs affect
your students. Rather than prescribe recipes for success, the contents of this
book are meant to stimulate your thinking. We hope they will inspire you to
adapt the suggestions for facilitating science inquiry through continuous
assessment to your own unique circumstances. We hope that by doing so you
will experience the delight and growth in understanding that comes from
listening to and engaging deeply with students. We hope that your efforts will
catalyze meaningful changes in your students’ thinking and learning. We also
predict that once you employ these strategies in science, you will be prompted
to use them to enhance teaching and learning in other disciplines.

RESEARCH BASE FOR THE BOOK

This book represents the authors’ twelve years of intensive experience helping
teachers integrate ongoing formative assessment with an inquiry approach to
science. Funded by the National Science Foundation, our work is grounded in
research about effective science teaching and learning conducted by the
National Center for Improving Science Education, the National Research
Council, and other science education reform initiatives. Specifically, we draw on
the vision provided by the National Science Education Standards, which call for
dramatic changes in instruction, assessment, and professional development,
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and that describe a way of science teaching and learning that reflects how
science itself is done. That is, using an inquiry approach builds an understand-
ing of the natural world; reflecting on both the inquiry process and the new
understandings helps both the student and you, yourself, to grow.

Specifically, this book highlights learnings from the Continuous
Assessment in Science Project (CASP) from 1995 to 1997, and a professional
development materials grant: Strengthening Science Inquiry, Assessment and
Teaching, from l998 through 2002, both funded by the National Science
Foundation. The CASP grant grew out of our belief that traditional end assess-
ments do not accurately reflect the richness of the inquiry process, the growth
in students’ conceptual understandings, and the use of scientific processes and
dispositions that occur throughout the learning process. Thus, the grant
focused on helping teachers develop methods for assessing students’ growth
while facilitating science inquiry in the elementary and middle grades. 

The methodology for this research included the efforts of forty-one
teachers from thirteen schools as they participated in CASP. Together they
helped us research and develop methods for assessing student learning that
(a) were aligned with inquiry teaching and learning, (b) would accurately and
completely represent students’ growth in the concepts, processes, and disposi-
tions of science, and (c) would allow for student engagement in the assessment
process. These teachers collected data on how and what students were learning
as they engaged in inquiry-based science in their classrooms. In a classroom
research style, teachers determined questions about science teaching and
learning that intrigued them, gathered data, and wrote about their observa-
tions and findings. Participants developed and tested a range of strategies and
tools to facilitate student inquiry and document student progress. They also
learned to analyze and use the data they gathered to monitor student growth,
to adjust instruction to better meet students’ developmental needs, to take
student learning deeper, and to reflect on and improve their own practice. 

This book presents a synthesis of the specific learnings of this project
within the broader context of the authors’ work in science education reform. 

AUDIENCE FOR THE BOOK

This book is written primarily to the practicing teacher. It builds on what you
already do—make decisions about instruction as you observe and listen to
students—and suggests how to use this approach more deliberately to improve
science teaching and learning in your classroom. Stories and suggestions from
other fellow teachers in a range of classroom contexts reveal how you can use
techniques such as “scientists’ meetings” to facilitate science inquiry and
conversations. They suggest how you can listen carefully and document student
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understanding and skills, then use the information gathered to deepen student
learning. The stories featured in this book also reveal how striving to better
understand, document, and guide students’ thinking and learning will
enhance your professional growth. Finally, the book will help you explore how
to plan for the kind of professional development that can help you incorporate
new approaches for facilitating and assessing inquiry-based teaching and
learning. 

If you are a professional development provider or administrator, the book
can help you in your practices with teachers to integrate continuous assess-
ment with science education and to use the resulting data to report students’
progress. We hope that it will also help parents, community members, and
policymakers to recognize the value of gathering and using this authentic
classroom data at the local level for monitoring student growth, improving
instruction, and helping teachers grow professionally.

BOOK ORGANIZATION

In writing this book about inquiry and continuous assessment, we quickly real-
ized that while there are many good resources to help you understand inquiry,
there is much less information about the type of formative assessment called for
by the nature of inquiry itself. Therefore, in this book, we make the assumption
that readers have a basic understanding of inquiry, and we concentrate our
efforts on having the readers understand the essence of continuous assessment
in the context of inquiry, and the strategies and tools for collection, analysis,
and use of continuous assessment data.

The quotations from teachers, teacher educators, and program staff work
to enhance the descriptions and understanding of this type of formative
assessment. Vignettes of teachers and students practicing inquiry and contin-
uous assessment are included to give pictures of what it can look like in the
classroom setting.

The resources we used in writing the book along with other resources we
feel would be helpful to further your knowledge base on the themes discussed in
the chapters are listed at the end of the book.

Chapter 1 describes the uniqueness of continuous assessment as a teach-
ing and learning strategy as well as a strategy integral to your own profes-
sional development. You will read about the importance of using this type of
formative assessment for the benefit of your students, and as information to
share with parents and other stakeholders. You will see how it matches your
goals for student learning, and how it also serves many other purposes, includ-
ing your own reflection on and self-improvement in your teaching. A picture
of how this type of assessment fits into the larger view of assessment is captured
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in graphic form, and the techniques and tools of continuous assessment are
introduced.

The chapter closes with a vignette of one teacher’s classroom research
around the questions he had about student conceptual development and his
use of continuous assessment strategies and tools to help him find the answers
he needed.

Chapter 2 anchors this type of assessment firmly in the context of inquiry-
based learning. The chapter begins with a discussion of how trust in students
and respect for their ideas form the underpinnings of inquiry learning and
continuous assessment. A review of inquiry is given in writing and graphics,
and the chapter continues with the idea of using continuous assessment within
the context of inquiry. The vignette at the end gives a view of how both facili-
tating learning and continuously assessing become intertwined and at times
indistinguishable from one another.

Chapter 3 provides more detail of each of the strategies and tools that can
be used for facilitating and documenting the learning taking place in your
classroom. Contexts, key elements, and implementation suggestions are given
for each technique. Explanation of each of the documentation tools is included
in the text, followed by a discussion of the advantages, and challenges of each
tool. Voices from the field lend examples of actual classroom experiences to the
discussion of each strategy and tool.

Chapter 4 makes the important point that what you do with the documen-
tation is as important as your abilities to facilitate and collect it. This chapter
discusses how to analyze and use continuous assessment data and reinforces the
idea that knowing what you’re looking for is key to being able to determine what
and how the students are doing. Whether you’re analyzing data on the spot
during a class or listening to a tape on the way home from work, having in mind
clear indicators of the skills, concepts, and dispositions necessary for scientific
literacy is key. With these indicators in mind, you are able to use data to make
decisions on the spot or for the next day, to take learning deeper, to enhance your
own teaching skills, and to save pieces of data for summative reporting.
Examples of all of these uses are provided, and a vignette at the end tells the
story of how one teacher uses ongoing/continuous assessment throughout a
unit on light.

Chapter 5 addresses the realities of implementing inquiry and continuous
assessment in your classroom. Handling time challenges of inquiry and contin-
uous assessment, integrating them with traditional testing, acquiring more
content knowledge, managing continuous assessment, helping students engage
deeply in their learning, resources, and parent involvement are addressed.

Chapter 6 describes ways in which continuous assessment data help
teachers see ways to improve their own teaching practices of implementing
inquiry and continuous assessment. This reflection and improvement is a kind
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of ongoing professional development for the teacher by her- or himself and
together with peers. Later in the chapter a model of professional development
is described that features inquiry and continuous assessment. 

The Resources at the end of the book contain easy-to-use charts of the
techniques, tools, purposes, and uses of continuous assessment and National
Science Education Standards summary charts for assessment, content, teaching,
program, district, and professional development standards. 

HOW TO USE THE BOOK 

Teachers can read the chapters and consider their own beliefs and practices for
facilitating and assessing inquiry in science and other disciplines. Teachers in
study groups can read, discuss, and try out ideas and strategies proposed in the
book, and debrief their experiences and findings with their peers. Professional
Developers and Teacher Leaders will find the book useful for their own under-
standing of inquiry and this type of formative classroom assessment as well as
use the book with teachers in their courses and other professional development
initiatives. 
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